Influence of certain stimulation parameters on the character of the cortical self-sustained after-discharge.
The ECoG pattern of self-sustained after-discharges (SSADs) evoked by rhythmic electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex is far from uniform. In acute experiments on male rats the authors studied the significance of the frequency, intensity and length of stimulation for the character of the resultant SSAD. In the first group (11 rats), a stimulation frequency of 8 Hz was used; the stimulation series, which lasted 10 and 20 s, always led to the formation of a SSAD composed of spike-and-wave rhythm right from the outset. Shortening the time of stimulation markedly reduced its effectiveness. In the second group (10 animals), stimulation with 50 Hz frequency often evoked a complex SSAD starting with desynchronization, which was followed by fast spike activity of increasing amplitude and only later by spike-and-wave rhythm or by polyspike-and-wave rhythm. Towards the end, serrated waves--i.e. graphoelements typical of SSADs evoked by electrical stimulation of limbic structures--often appeared in the SSAD. A higher stimulation intensity increased the incidence of this complex SSAD. In this group a minimum duration of stimulation was also essential (series of less than 2 s were not reliably effective). When this second type of SSAD ended, depression of ECoG activity was followed in 27% of the cases by a spontaneous recurrent seizure (RS). The ECoG character of these RS can be very variable. The two types of seizures evoked by slow and fast stimulation differ from each other not only in respect of their ECoG pattern (where the difference is probably due to more pronounced propagation to subcortical structures after faster stimulation), but also as regards the presumed mechanism of their onset.